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(15) Otto has a certain weight, and (therefore) he is not a jockey.

Turning again to the empirical side of our investigation, the next section presents 
evidence from an ERP study that Processing excessive structures may give rise to a 
positivity in a similar way as in the case of animal-for-statue alternations or priva-
tive predicates. This suggests that the three constructions may indeed be unified 
by a derivation in terms of redressing a contradictory meaning representation.

4 Processing ofexcessives

In two ERP studies, we compared excessive structures containing the particle zu 
‘too’ (16a) to equative structures containing the particle so ‘so’ (16b), the latter 
not giving rise to a contradiction at the syntax-semantics interface by hypothe- 
sis. In light of the link to the Processing of privative predicates and animal-for- 
statue alternations, we predicted a positive-going potential for the (a) over the 
(b) structures. We further tested whether context exerts a facilitating advantage 
in providing a Standard for comparison. To this end, we compared excessive 
and control structures without context (experiment 1) to those preceded by a 
context sentence (experiment 2).

(16) a. (Jockeys dürfen höchstens 55 kg wiegen.) Peter ist zu schwer für einen 
guten Jockey.
(jockeys may after most 55 kg weigh) Peter is too heavy for a good jockey 
‘(Jockeys may weight at most 55 kg.) Peter is too heavy to be a good 
jockey.’
‘(Jockeys may weight at most 55 kg.) Peter is too heavy to be a good 
jockey.’

b. (Ringer müssen mindestens 70 kg wiegen.) Simon ist so schwer wie ein 
echter Ringer.
(wrestlers must at.least 70 kg weigh) Simon is as heavy as a real wrestler 
‘(Wrestlers must weigh at least 70 kg.) Simon is as heavy as a real 
wrester.’
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4.1 Participants

Forty-eight monolingual native Speakers of German, all of whom were students 
at the University of Cologne, participated in the investigation. All participants 
were right-handed and reported normal or corrected-to-normal Vision and no his- 
tory of neurological disorder. Twenty-four participants were recorded in each ex- 
periment. In experiment 1 (no context), data from 20 participants were included 
in the analysis after artifact Screening (18 women, 2 men; mean age: 23.2 years; 
ränge: 19-31 years). In experiment 2 (prior context), we were able to analyze data 
from 22 participants (10 men and 12 women; mean age: 23.3 years; ränge: 19-30 
years of age).

4.2 Materials

Forty pairs of Stimuli were constructed that included either an excessive zu or 
an equative/positive so before an adjective. They were interspersed with 400 
fillers in experiment 1 and 160 fillers in experiment 2. All items were pseudo- 
randomized and presented in three different Orders across participants. To as- 
sure that participants attended to the Stimuli, each test item was followed by a 
word recognition task (50 % with a correct word probe and 50 % with an incor- 
rect word probe).

4.3 Procedure

After giving written informed consent, the participants were prepared for the 
recording of the electroencephalogram (EEG). They were then seated in front of 
a Computer monitor in a sound-proof booth and performed a practice session to 
get accustomed to the experimental Setup and task before the experimental Ses-
sion started. The written experimental items were presented word by word in 
the middle of the monitor in off-white letters against a black background. Each 
trial started with a fixation star that was displayed for 500 ms in the center of 
the screen and followed by a 150 ms blank screen. Each word was displayed for 
450 ms with a 150 ms blank screen between words. Each experimental item 
ended with a 1000 ms blank screen, followed by three question marks that 
served as Signals for the upcoming word recognition task and the presentation 
of a probe word. The maximum response time to the word recognition task was 
set to 3000 ms. Participants were asked to decide whether the probe word had
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4.7 Results

For experiment 1 (no context), Figure 1 presents the averaged ERPs for excessive 
structures (solid line) compared to the so-control structures (dotted line). The 
plotted ERPs span from the onset of the particle (onset at 0 ms) across the adjec- 
tive (onset at 600 ms) and the spill over region representing the beginning of 
the purpose clause (onset at 1200 ms, as indicated by vertical bars in the fig- 
ure’s scale). The ERPs show an early positivity between 150-300 ms following 
the particle zu and a later negative deflection between 1550-1700 ms (350-500 
ms after onset of spill over segment). No other differences reached Statistical 
significance. The analysis of variance in the window from 150-300 ms regis- 
tered an interaction of CONDITION x ROI (F(l,19)=7.13, p<0.02), which when re- 
solved by region showed an effect over posterior electrode sites (F(l,19)=6.30, 
p<0.03). It further revealed a main effect of CONDITION between 1550-1700 ms 
(F(l,19)=6.85, p<.02).

Figure 1: Effects of excessives in experiment 1 (solid line; the dotted line represents the 
control condition); Posterior positivity (between 150-300 ms) time-locked to particle onset 
and negativity relative to onset of spill over segment (350-500 ms).
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For experiment 2 (prior context), the averaged ERPs for excessive structures 
(solid line) and the so-control construction (dotted line) following supporting con-
text sentences are illustrated in Figure 2. The plot shows the same ränge as in ex-
periment 1. The figure indicates again an early positivity between 200-350 ms 
relative to the onset of the excessive particle zu and a negative deflection further 
downstream between 1550-1700 ms (350-500 ms after onset of spill over Seg-
ment). The ANOVA for the window from 200-350 ms revealed an interaction of 
CONDITION x ROI (F(l,21)=11.76, /xO.Ol). The resolution of this interaction showed 
a marginal difference in the posterior ROI (F(l,21)=4.18, p<0.054). The analysis of 
the window from 1550-1700 ms brought forth an interaction of CONDITION x 
ROI (F(l,21)=17.13, p<.01), which was reflected in an effect of CONDITION over 
the anterior electrodes (F(l,21)=9.46, p<.01).

Neg

Figure 2: Effects of excessives in experiment 2 (solid line) vs. equative Controls (dotted line): 
Posterior positivity (between 200-350 ms) time-locked to particle onset and anterior 
negativity relative to onset of spill over Segment (350-500 ms).
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b. Die Schwimmer gingen wieder nach Hause. Das Wasser war so kalt dass 
es beinahe fror.
the swimmers went again to home the water was so cold that it nearly 
froze
‘The swimmers went home again. The water was so cold that it nearly 
froze.’

Clearly, (17) and (18) are not quite minimal pairs -  while a judge remains im- 
plicit in both examples, the standardizer in (17) is a prepositional phrase denot- 
ing a comparison dass, but a prepositional phrase denoting a purpose in (18); a 
putatively relevant cutoff point is given in (17), but not in (18). Obviously, com-
parison classes as well as purposes may be coded by other categories (like ad- 
verbs or infinitival clauses), as well as remain implicit or be deduced from 
independently present material in other functions, and so on. Teasing apart 
and systematizing the relevant distinctions and properly testing them experi- 
mentally surely makes for a noble and time-consuming task. One of our aims 
here has been to suggest that it may be worthwhile as well.
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